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In this work we introdue time orrelation funtions between inherent strutures (IS) of a super-
ooled liquid. We show that these funtions are useful to relate the slowing down of the dynamis
to the struture of the energy landsape near the glass transition temperature. They show a short
time regime during whih the system remains in the basin of a partiular IS and a long time regime
where it explores the neighborhood of an IS. We ompare the behaviour of these funtions in a binary
Lennard-Jones glass and in a model of traps and show that they behave qualitatively dierent. This
omparison reets the presene/absene of struture in the landsape of the Lennard-Jones/traps
models. Possible senarios for the struture of the landsape whih are ompatible with these results
are disussed.
PACS numbers: 61.43.Fs, 61.20.Ja, 61.43.-j
Keywords: Superooled liquids, Glass transition, Landsape, Inherent Strutures
I. INTRODUCTION
Potential Energy Landsape (PEL) studies have ontributed to the understanding of the dramati slowing down of
the dynamis of superooled liquids near the glass transition temperature[1℄. The introdution of Inherent Strutures
(IS) (loal minima of the PEL) [2℄, whih divide the phase spae into basins of attration, allows the separation of
vibrational motion from more fundamental strutural transitions. It is thought that ativation over barriers between
inherent strutures is the main meanism of diusion below the mode oupling transition temperature TMCT . Above
TMCT also saddles of the potential energy landsape play an important role in the diusion properties of the system.
The derease of the number of saddles available to the system when the temperature is lowered towards TMCT has
been proposed as one of the main reasons of the dramati slowing down of the dynamis [3, 4, 5, 6℄. In the framework
of the landsape approah to the glass transition it has also been proposed that, at least for some glass formers,
the landsape may be organized in metabasins that should ontain many loal minima where the system spends
inreasingly long times as temperature is lowered [7, 8℄. However, the denition of metabasins is less rigorous than
IS and onsequently even when the onept is not new only very reently quantitative results have begun to appear
[9, 10, 11℄.
In a previous work we studied the statistis of distanes in real spae between neighbouring IS [12℄ in a binnary
mixture Lennard-Jones glass and the number of saddles as funtion of temperature following moleular dynamis
trajetories. We saw that the distane between minima dereases exponentially near TMCT but does not go stritly
to zero implying the existene of saddles even below TMCT . The number of saddles suers a strong derease around
T = 1 and deays abruptly at lower temperatures but stays nite near TMCT . These results together with the
vanishing of the diusivity at TMCT seem to imply the existene of saddles assoiated with nondiusional events. The
piture that emerges is one where the system spends long times in a kind of metabasins of the energy landsape eah
one of them ontaining many IS similar to the one proposed by Doliwa and Heuer [9, 10, 11℄.
Here we show that some dynamial quantities in two systems whih have a similar kind of glass transition but
posses very dierent PEL struture behave in a qualitatively dierent way. This allows to distinguish the mehanisms
of onnement in both kind of systems. We dene time orrelation funtions between inherent strutures visited
during the equilibrium time evolution of a binary mixture Lennard-Jones glass. These orrelations present two
sharply distinguished time regimes whih we show to orrespond to exploration inside a basin of a partiular IS and to
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2exploration of the neighborhood of a basin. The behaviour of the orrelations as temperature is lowered towards TMCT
implies the emergene of strong spatial onnement in onguration spae. In order to test if these onnement is a
onsequene of the topology of the PEL or if it an be explained as a purely dynami eet we ompare the behaviour
of the Lennard-Jones glass with a model of traps where the landsape is at and only onnement in time is present. In
fat both systems behave qualitatively dierent implying that onnement in the Lennard-Jones glass is a onsequene
of the non trivial struture of the energy landsape. We disuss some possible senarios for this struture whih are
ompatible with the dynamial harateristis observed. While the existene of metabasins is a plausible senario it
is not the only possibility.
In setion II we dene the quantities of interest in our study. In setion III we show and disuss our results for
the binary Lennard-Jones model. In setion IV we show the orresponding results for a model of traps and nally in
setion V we present our onlusions.
II. TIME CORRELATION FUNCTIONS BETWEEN INHERENT STRUCTURES
As mentioned above every instantaneous state of the system may be assoiated with an IS of the energy landsape.
Given that at an initial time the system is in a onguration orresponding to some IS, we dene CIS(t) as the
probability that the system is at the same IS after a time t. This means that the IS assoiated with the inital
and nal states is the same irrespetive of where the system was in between. We have observed that the IS an be
identied by their energy sine the ase of degeneray (interhange of two partiles of the same kind, for example) is
quite unusual and has no signiant statistial weight. So, the omputation of CIS(t) is very simple:
CIS(t) =
1
Nt
Nt∑
i=1
δti,ti+t , with δti,tj =
{
1 if EIS(ti) = EIS(tj)
0 if not
(1)
where EIS(ti) is the energy of the orresponding IS at time ti and with the sum we perform an average overNt available
times. It will be useful to study also another time orrelation funtion, C
(rem)
IS (t), given by the probability that the
system has remained at the same inherent struture during a time t. In this ase δti,tj=1 only if EIS(ti) = EIS(tk)
for all tk ∈ (ti, tj). In fat, the alulation of C
(rem)
IS (t) involves an approximation due to the disretization of time.
If the system goes to a neighbouring IS and omes bak within the interval (ti, ti+1) our alulation won't notie it,
so the alulated C
(rem)
IS (t) should be taken as an upper bound of the real one. Other kinds of orrelation funtions
between inherent strutures have been already explored in the literature [13, 14℄, although we prefer this new one
whih allows to illustrate learly the onnetion with the topology of the landsape, as will be shown below.
III. THE LENNARD-JONES BINARY MIXTURE
A. Size dependene of CIS(t)
Unfortunately these time orrelation funtions are size dependent. Consider a system S0 of N partiles ompossed
by two non-interating subsystems S1 and S2 of N1 and N2 partiles respetively. In this ase CIS(t, N) = CIS(t, N1) ·
CIS(t, N2), sine the probability of oming bak to a given state IS0 involves the two subsystems oming bak to their
respetive states IS1 and IS2. In the present work we study a system of N = 130 partiles at several temperatures. In
order to study the size dependene of CIS(t) we performed also a simulation at T = 0.55 for a system with N = 250
partiles. In gure 1a we show CIS(t, N) for the two sizes onsidered. If the hypotesis of independene between
subsystems holds for subsystems of size N > N0 then it is easy to show that for N > N1 > N0:
CIS(t, N) = [CIS(t, N1)]
N
N1
(2)
In gure 1b we show that this equality is veried quite well for the systems studied. Studying small systems is
onvinient beause the deay of CIS(t, N) is slower for smaller N, an so one may aess the long time behaviour of this
orrelation funtion. This fat has also been emphasized in other landsape studies of superooled liquids [15, 16℄.
Having shown that extrapolation to large systems is quite simple, in what follows we will study the properties of
orrelation funtions for the N = 130 system. It is important to note that, beause of the size dependene, the
relaxation times of these orrelation funtions an not be straightforwardly related to the typial time sales of the
bulk relaxations in superooled liquids.
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FIG. 1: Size dependene of CIS(t) at T = 0.55.
B. Temperature dependene of CIS(t)
Here we show results of moleular dynamis simulations of a binary mixture (80:20) Lennard-Jones system [12℄ for
N = 130 at temperatures: 2.0, 1.0, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6, 0.55 and 0.5. We have veried that the mode oupling glass transition
for this system is the same as found originally for a sample of 1000 partiles (TMCT = 0.435 [17℄). We repeat the study
for two samples with dierent thermal histories. After having equilibrated the systems we performed long runs in
order to ollet data [21℄. , we obtained the IS relaxing the instantaneous oordinates of the system and we omputed
the time orrelation funtions from the sequene of EIS(ti) (equation 1).
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FIG. 2: (a) Temperature dependene of CIS(t) for N = 130. From left to right T = 2.0, 1.0, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6, 0.55 and 0.5. (b) -log
[ CIS(t) ℄ for the same set of temperatures; plotted in this way a strethed exponential exp[−(t/τ )
β
℄ is a straight line with
slope β. The short time regime (STR) and long time regimes (LTR) are indiated.
In gure 2a we plot CIS(t) for the set of temperatures onsidered. It is lear that the deay of CIS(t) slows down
very quikly as TMCT is approahed. Figure 2b shows that at low temperatures CIS(t) may be approahed by two
strethed exponentials with quite dierent exponents. In the short time regime (STR) the value of β is around 0.8 and
it is almost onstant for T varying between 0.6 and 0.5. In the long time regime (LTR) the value of beta is very small
(β = 0.2 for T = 0.5) and is dereasing sharply on approahing TMCT . The deviation from strethed exponential
behaviour at the longer times of gure 2b for T = 0.5 is due to limited statistis. We have veried in some longer
runs that the strethed exponential behaviour extends at least for the whole range of times of gure 2b. In order to
explain the meaning of the two regimes observed we show in gure 3 CIS(t) together with C
(rem)
IS (t) for T = 0.55.
We see that the STR is the region of time where both orrelation funtions are almost equal. So the STR of CIS(t)
may be interpreted as the time the system remains at the same IS while the LTR aounts for the time the system is
around one IS, exploring neighbouring inherent strutures and with a nite probability of oming bak to the original
IS.
In order to lter from the CIS(t) the eet of remaining in a single basin all the time, we show in gure 4 the
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FIG. 3: CIS(t) (ontinuous line) vs C
(rem)
IS (t) (dotted line) for N = 130 and T = 0.55. The t to strethed exponentials
of CIS(t) gives β = 0.83 for the STR and β = 0.28 for the LTR. The inset of (a) shows the dierene: CIS - C
(rem)
IS for
T = 0.7, 0.6, 0.55 and 0.5 (from left to right).
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FIG. 4: The dierene CIS - C
(rem)
IS for the LJ binary mixture for dierent temperatures.
dierene CIS - C
(rem)
IS whih represents the probability of the system to be at the same IS after a time t knowing that
it has gone away at least one during this time interval. This probability shows two important harateristis: the
rst one is that there is a harateristi time at whih the probability of oming bak to the original IS is maximal.
This time sale grows when temperature is lowered: if the system goes out of a basin it takes more time to ome bak
as temperature is lowered. The seond feature is more important: the probability to ome bak grows as the glass
transition temperature is approahed. This is a signature of spatial onnement. To show more learly this point and
losely inspet the relation between the studied orrelation funtions and landsape topology we study in the next
setion a random walker on a lattie with traps.
IV. THE TRAPS MODEL
The model of traps in a d-dimensional hyperubi lattie is realized as a random walk of a partile hopping between
traps attahed at eah lattie site with a given trap energy distribution ρ(E) [18, 19℄. Depending on the form of the
distribution dierent interesting dynamial behaviours are observed. If the energies are exponentially distributed the
model has a dynamial phase transition at a nite temperature T0 below whih it presents typial glass phenomenology
as aging eets. Other possibilities like e.g. gaussian distribution of energies lead to a dynamial transition only at
T0 = 0 and show strethed exponential relaxations. The trap model has been proposed as a phenomenologial or toy
model for desribing the physis of glasses and spin glasses. From a physial point of view the dynamis proeeds
through ativation over barriers orresponding to the depth of the traps. Besides the dierene in the depths the
landsape an be onsidered at, strutureless. This is the essential point we want to ompare with the Lennard-Jones
glass whih is known to possess a omplex PEL topology. In an interesting study Denny et al.[20℄ ompared some
5properties of the Lennard-Jones glass with the model of traps. They found that there are olletions of IS of nearly
the same energy whih they assoiated with metabasins and present a nearly gaussian distribution of energies, similar
to the distribution of single inherent strutures energies. Some relaxation funtions do indeed behave in agreement
with results on a model of traps, a result whih implies that ativated proesses are important in the dynamis of the
LJ binary mixture also above the mode oupling transition temperature.
Here we also make a omparison between the Lennard-Jones glass and the model of traps. But our aim here is to
alulate the time orrelation funtions dened in setion II for a simple model where the probability of the system
to return to a given basin is exlusively of random harater. So, we assoiate a trap to a basin (not to a olletion
of basins like Denny et al. did) and study the probability that the system returns to a given basin. We onsidered
two and three dimensional latties, and assign to every site a trap of energy E that is determined randomly from an
exponential distribution of the form eE/T0 . The energy assoiated to a given site is kept xed during the simmulation,
i.e. when the walker returns to a given site it nds the same trap (quenhed-disorder ase[19℄). In order to make
the omparison with the results for the binary LJ model as loser as possible we hoose the typial energy of the
exponential distribution as T0=TMCT , so both models are expeted to have a dynamial transition at the same
temperature of TMCT =0.435. Beause of omputational limitations periodi boundary onditions in a lattie of size
Ld are imposed to the values of the energies although the walker moves in an innite lattie limited in pratie only by
the largest time onsidered in the orrelation funtions. We have used L = 100 for d = 3 and L = 1000 for d = 2. To
obtain enough statistis at the lowest temperatures studied for d = 2 we needed to perform rather long walks of 108
steps that we averaged over 1000 realizations of disorder. We then omputed the time orrelation funtions dened
in II along these runs. In fat, beause of the periodi boundary onditions imposed in the energies, in this ase we
use the position of a site instead of its energy in order to ompute de delta funtion in expression 1. Note that the
funtion C
(rem)
IS (t) dened above orresponds exatly to the equilibrium orrelation Ceq(t) dened in equation (4) of
[18℄. We veried that C
(rem)
IS (t) presents the expeted long time behaviour at low temperatures: C
(rem)
IS ∝ t
−(x−1)
with x = T/TMCT , obtained theoretially by Monthus et al [18℄ (equation (14)).
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FIG. 5: The dierene CIS - C
(rem)
IS for the traps model in d = 2 and d = 3 and the same temperatures of gure 4.
In gure 5 we show the dierene CIS - C
(rem)
IS for the traps model in two and three dimensions. The behaviour
of these orrelation funtions as a funtion of temperature is qualitatively the same for d=2 and d=3. They present
a harateristi time that inreases as temperature is lowered as we observed for the urves of gure 4 orresponding
to the binary LJ model. In the ase of traps, the maximum of the probability of oming bak to a given trap moves
towards inreasing times as temperature is lowered beause the walker is aught inreasing times in the traps of the
sorroundings. The onnement an only be attributed to the time the walker spends in the individual traps sine
every trap is spatially equivalent to eah other, there is no spatial onnement as the walker moves in a at landsape.
More importantly, the fat that the height of the maximum of these urves inreases for the binary LJ model while
it goes down for the traps-model is a lear indiation that an adittional type of onnement exists in the energy
landsape of the LJ model. An arrangement of the energy landsape in metabasins that ontain several basins (as has
been suggested by Doliwa et al. [9, 10, 11℄) ould explain the qualitative features of the urves we observe in gure 4
sine the system would be fored to explore several IS within a metabasin before leaving it for a time that inreases
on approahing TMCT . But inspetion of gure 5 suggest another possible piture for the topology of the energy
landsape. From gure 5 is lear that redution of the dimention of the spae where the walker moves inreases
sharply the absolute value of the studied probabilities. So, another possible mehanism that may aount for the
inreasing onnement of the binary LJ system is a redution of dimensionality of the spae where the system moves.
6In this piture, as temperature lowers, the system is fored to move in a landsape of redued dimensionality where
the dierent aesible regions of onguration spae need not be sepparated by any energy barrier.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In the present paper we dened time orrelation funtions between inherent strutures of an energy landsape and
study them for a LJ binary mixture at dierent temperatures. We observed that the probability of being at the same
IS after a time t, CIS(t), presents two time regimes: a short time regime whih is related to exploration of basins, and
a long time regime whih orresponds to exploration of the neighborhood of a given basin. The weak dependene of
β on temperature for the STR at low temperatures indiates that the basin topology doesn't hange on approahing
TMCT , while the ontrary holds for the inter-basins topology given the strong variation of β with T in the LTR. The
study of the dierene CIS(t)−C
(rem)
IS (t) for this system and omparison of the same funtion for a traps-model give
lear evidene that in the LJ model there is a spatial mehanism of onnement that is not present in the traps model.
From our results two possible mehanisms emerge to aount for the onnement at low temperatures. One possiblity
is that inherent strutures are arranged in superestrutures like in the metabasins senario[9, 10, 11℄. This senario
implies as a basi ingredient the existene of energy barriers, neessary to dene the metabasins and onsequently
the landsape appears to be broken in piees (metabasins). Nevertheless the onnement observed in our results
an also be explained by a gradual redution of the dimensionality aesible to the system as the temperature is
lowered. In this seond senario, as energy barriers are not implied a priori, the landsape is not neessarily broken in
metabasins but its struture an be that of a network omposed of onneted funnels. In this senario the onnement
is onsequene of a redution of the dimension of the funnels as temperature is lowered.
We have shown that the time orrelation funtions introdued in this paper are useful tools to get information on
the struture of the PEL in superooled liquids and an also be straightforwardly alulated in trap like models. It
would be interesting to analyze their behaviour in other models in whih one ould a priori dene some struture or
hierarquial organization of states whih seems to be present in the LJ binnary mixture.
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